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Welcome
to HARO

The success of our brand is no coincidence. Our family business has a tradition
in woodworking that goes back 150 years. We combine our love for wood as a
natural product with a passion for continuous innovation when it comes to
natural beauty and comfort. Our pioneering role when it comes to trends, our
tireless striving for the highest quality and our consistently sustainable actions
have made us Germany's leading parquet manufacturer. In over 90 countries our
brand stands for parquet ﬂoors that fulﬁl the highest requirements – whether it
is for in Plank 1-Strip design, Longstrip or the new Plaza wide board.
You will be stunned by the variety of our product range. Let yourself be inspired
by the most beautiful parquet ﬂoors for your home.
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The Company

Our home for 150 years.
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Wood – Liveliness
and stabiltiy

It was a match factory and a sawmill with which Franz Paul Hamberger laid
the foundation in 1866 for what is today's family-run company. Now, we can
look back on 150 years of experience in the professional processing of wood.
Our company principles have always included acting with the future in our
sights and driving innovation. Already in 1950 we launched multilayer parquet
as one of the ﬁrst manufacturers and have since then developed it continuously.
Today, our parquet ﬂoors are known for their quality and natural appeal in
over 90 countries. We acquire our raw materials exclusively from certiﬁed sources
and focus on the responsible use of all resources needed for the production of
our quality products. A Parquet Floor by HARO is an investment in the most
important part of your life: a healthy, stylish and beautiful home. This way,
you create quality of life for each and every day.
Welcome to HARO.
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Content

HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
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HARO Parquet –
Premium quality for natural
and healthy living

When searching for a suitable parquet for your individual living situation,
you will be faced with many details. With our Parquet Catalogue we offer a
visual source of information for the selection of your parquet ﬂoor. Our
wide variety of wood types, designs and surface textures enables you to
choose a parquet ﬂoor that puts your room situation and architectural
circumstances in the perfect light. In the chapters of this catalogue you
will ﬁnd valuable ideas, technical explanations and orientation for your
selection. Be inspired by our ﬂoors and make your home as unique as
yourself. We create quality of life – and your personal dream of living.
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Facts about Parquet
in short

There is more to HARO PARQUET than meets the eye. Many decades of experience,
continuous improvement and innovative solutions always guarantee the most
modern technology, the highest level of reliability and an extraordinary variety. On
the following pages we will explain the beneﬁts, various designs, grades and
surface treatments in order to make it easier for you to choose from our product
range. Also, we will illustrate what characterises our ﬂoors. This way, it will be easy
for you to choose the perfect ﬂoor for your living situation.

DESIGNS

1

2

3

IMPRESSIVE FORMATS
1. Longstrip:
Clear and crisp look provided by
three parallel strips.
Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
(7 3/32" x 86 5/8'')

2. Plank 1-Strip:
The modern parquet classic in the
plank design creates a spacious
appearance.
Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
(7 3/32'' x 86 5/8'')
or 173 x 2200 mm
(6 13/16'' x 86 5/8'')
(for Smoked Oak)

3. Plank 1-Strip Plaza:
New, trendy board width for an
impressive room ambience
and a prestigious look.
Dimensions: 240 x 2200 mm
(9 7/16'' x 86 5/8'')
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PLANK 1-STRIP OR
LONGSTRIP:
TWO DESIGNS THAT MAKE ROOMS
LOOK TOTALLY DIFFERENT.
The two designs have completely
different effects on the feel of a
room. Plank 1-Strip gives the room
a much calmer appeal and the ﬂoor
retreats into the background. A
Longstrip ﬂoor, on the other hand,
creates a much livelier and vivid
impression of the same room.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
AMERICAN WALNUT COUNTRY

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
AMERICAN WALNUT
COUNTRY
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Facts about Parquet
in short

GRADES
No two pieces of wood are alike,
even if they come from the same
tree. Heartwood looks different to
wood from the outer regions of the
tree trunk. And depending on the
wood species, wood from higher
parts of the tree may have more
knots than wood from further
down. There are many criteria that
deﬁne the typical character of a
grade. One thing remains the
same, though: it takes the keen
eyes of our experienced production
staff to ensure accurate grading.
No machine can be that precise –
and this is why our top-layer strips
are always graded by hand. This
guarantees that we can always
meet your high quality standards
as well as those of Hamberger.

HARO PARQUET PLANK 1-STRIP

Exklusiv
QChoice top-layer strips with uniform
texture and colour
QLook: subtle, distinguished, elegant

Markant
QWood grain with natural
amount of knots
QLook: Natural, classic, timeless

Sauvage
QNatural to vibrant wood texture with a
greater amount of knots
QCracks, ﬁlled spots and
worm holes may be visible
QLook: trendy, rustic

Country
QStrong variances in colour, may
contain light-coloured knots and
sapwood (Oak, Walnut) or dark
heartwood (Ash)
QLook: vibrant, expressive

Universal
QCombination of our grades, including
heartwood
QLook: vibrant

Alabama
QLively wood texture with authentic
amount of knots and a number of
black puttied cracks
QLook: individual, rustic,
authentic

Trend U
QNatural wood grain with
a few small knots
QLook: Natural, classic, timeless

Terra
QNatural, rustic wood texture with large
amount of knots
QLook: vibrant, rustic

Tundra
QWider colour variances in the wood
QLook: vivid, vibrant
Qfor Beech: natural knot spread
Qfor Oak: sapwood

Country

Family
QVibrant combination of Terra and
Tundra, with a natural amount of
knots and sapwood
QLook: vivid, vibrant, rustic

Sauvage
QA large amount of distinctive knots
and dark ﬁlled spots
QLook: trendy, rustic

HARO PARQUET LONGSTRIP

Exquisit §
QChoice top-layer strips of
uniform texture and colour
QLook: subtle, distinguished, elegant

Favorit
QWell-balanced combination of
subtle and vibrant top layer strips
QLook: appealing
colour variances, vibrant effect

Standard
QSubtle variances in colour and vibrant
wood texture with a small amount of
knots
QLook: vibrant, authentic
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QStrong

variances in colour, with dark
heartwood (Beech, Ash)
QLook: rich variances in colour

Universal
Qdifferent grades, may also contain dark

heartwood
vibrant

QLook:

Please note: Exotic wood species can
feature mineral deposits, which can
appear later on as staining on the
surface.
§, U, graded in acc. with EN 13489,
4.4 all others graded in acc. with EN
13489, B

Our surface treatments maintain
the natural appeal of your parquet
ﬂoor. At the same time, they
protect it from external inﬂuences
and preserve the radiance of your
Parquet Floor in a natural way.

SURFACE FINISH

The close-to-nature
oil/wax ﬁnish

Durable
high ﬁnish

This way you can adapt your favourite
parquet to every living situation,
depending on the type of wear and
tear your ﬂoor is subject to.

NEW
The natural matt
surface ﬁnish for
the best possible protection

The "breathing"
natural oil surface

For all those who are looking for a
parquet ﬂoor with a natural look
which is easy to maintain.

For all those who are looking for a
particularly expressive and natural
parquet ﬂoor.

CARE

CARE

QDry cleaning with broom or

QDry cleaning with broom or

CARE
QDry cleaning with broom or
vacuum cleaner.
QRegular damp wiping with
naturaLin Soap or clean & green
natural protects against dirt,
wear and tear.
QRegular refurbishing of the
surface ﬁnish with naturaLin oil
or clean & green aqua oil after
heavy wear and tear

FOR ALL THOSE
who are looking for a particularly
durable parquet ﬂoor that is easy
to maintain.

vacuum cleaner.

vacuum cleaner.

QDamp cleaning with clean &

QDamp cleaning with clean &

green natural when required.

green natural when required.
QRegular refurbishing of the

surface ﬁnish with clean & green
aqua oil after heavy wear and
tear

®

Quick, easy and natural maintenance of all ﬂoors

We stand behind the quality of our
ﬂoors. In order to make it possible
for you to enjoy the beauty of your
Parquet Floor for as long as possible,
we have developed a range of care
products that make the cleaning and
maintenance of your ﬂoor simple and
efﬁcient. Thorough cleaning, effective
maintenance and perfect protection
with minimum effort. This way, your
Parquet Floor will be an eye-catcher
for many years.

FOR ALL THOSE
who want the look of a natural
oil surface in combination with
a pre-ﬁnished ﬂoor that is easy to
maintain.
CARE
QDry cleaning with broom or

vacuum cleaner.
QDamp cleaning with clean &

green natural when required.

Parquet Cleaner 'natural'
Eco ﬂoor care concentrate
For regular cleaning of
all parquet surfaces.
Intensive Cleaner 'active'
Eco ﬂoor care concentrate
For the basic cleaning of parquet.
Parquet Care 'aqua oil'
Special care product for oiled
surfaces.

NEW

Floor care aqua shield
Durable refurbishing and
maintenance of preﬁnished parquet.
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This is what makes our
Parquet Floors so special:
The surface textures

Surfaces with the
most natural feel ever.
An elegant parquet ﬂoor is a genuine part of pure nature. The natural appeal
that makes our Parquet Floors so special is effectively highlighted by our
surface treatments. This way, unique heavy-brushed textures are created that
underline the natural character of the different wood types even more. The
surface textures "brushed", "retro brushed", "retro brushed 3D", "heavy brushed"
and "scraped" effectively emphasise the visual impact of HARO Parquet with
stylistic conﬁdence – for a natural experience that appeals to all senses.
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This is what makes our
Parquet Floors so special:
The new surface ﬁnish
naturaDur

Perfect protection has a
name: naturaDur
The new, unique naturaDur surface treatment combines the natural look of
oiled parquet with the protection and easy care of a preﬁnished surface. The
matt and elegant look created by naturaDur gives the parquet ﬂoor exactly
the authentic and original look that usually only oiled parquet has. Thanks
to its durability, only minimum care is necessary to maintain this look and
feel for many years, In addition, you can choose between three further
surface ﬁnishes: For those who prefer a natural and original surface, we offer
the natural oil surface naturaLin plus. For those who want a durable parquet
ﬂoor that is easy to maintain, permaDur ﬁnish will be the ﬁrst choice. All
those who are looking for parquet that combines a natural look with low
maintenance needs will be happy with ﬂoors with bioTec oil/wax ﬁnish.
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This is what makes our
Parquet Floors so special:
The colour variety of our
Puro range

Harmonious colour creations
that mirror nature perfectly
Our Parquet Floors impress with their original naturalness. This characteristic
is highlighted even more in our Puro Line. The products of our Puro Line
form a complete product range. This gives you the opportunity to design all
your rooms with ﬂoors in the same colour, adapted to the particular room
situation. Longstrip Trend for small rooms, Plank 1-Strip Markant to give rooms
a vibrant ambience, and Plank 1-Strip Sauvage for rooms with a modern interior
design as a natural contrast. The Puro colours are created by the gentle treatment
of the wood's surface, on which colour oils are applied that can only be found
in nature: from white and creme to strong brown shades. The matt surfaces
make the natural experience of the Puro Line particularly intense.
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This is what makes our
Parquet Floors so special:
The product line diversity

Plank 1-Strip Floors
for every need
Our Plank 1-Strip boards convey an atmosphere of spaciousness, tranquility
and naturalness that appeals to all senses. As a genuine specialist for this
design, we offer a versatile and extensive product range for Plank 1-Strip.
The perfect ﬂoor for every need. Discover and experience our Plank 1-Strip
Floors made of exclusive wood types in the ﬁnest grades and with surface
textures that set new standards when it comes to naturalness and authenticity.
For exquisite and healthy living close to nature.
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This is what makes our
Parquet Floors so special:
The HARO Lines

Basically, our Parquet Floors are divided into three visual segments: the
HARO Lines. Natural Line, Elegant Line or Classic Line represent the intensity
that characterises our parquet ﬂoors. From elegant and calm to vibrant and
natural – the HARO Lines make it easier for you to ﬁnd the right ﬂoor to
emphasise the visual impact of your rooms.

NL Natural Line
Does natural and vibrant beauty
mean everything to you? Natural
Line will make your dreams come
true Pure wood beneath your
feet - vibrant, expressive and in a
limitless variety Surface textures
that you will want to keep
touching – whether it is Plank
1-Strip or Longstrip. Naturally,
they are also available in trendy
colours.
page 22
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EL Elegant Line
Do you appreciate delicate interior
designs? Our Elegant Line shows
you how to make the most out of
your rooms and create a reﬁned
and modern living atmosphere.
Elegant and subtle ﬂoors with
distinguished class and a noble
look.
page 56

CL Classic Line
Do you like a noble and harmonious
ambience? The ﬂoors of our Classic
Line radiate timeless beauty and
are perfectly suited for a subtle
understatement made of precious
wood. Plank 1-Strip and Longstrip
ﬂoors for classic interior designs –
timeless, yet modern.
page 64
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Natural
Line

NL

The natural side of life

The Natural Line range is as diverse as nature itself. You will be delighted by Plank
1-Strip and Longstrip ﬂoors that radiate an expressive authenticity with a vibrant
look. Pure wood in all its natural beauty: authentic, easy-going and inviting from
the very ﬁrst moment. Coloured parquet surfaces emphasising the natural wood
grain and texture are also in line with the latest trends. Limewashing, in particular,
brings out the wood’s grain pattern to best effect. Enjoy colour-reﬁned parquet
with a vibrant personality.
22 | HARO
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NEW

A silky shine and perfect protection: With the NATURADUR
SURFACE TREATMENT, large areas that extend over a number
of rooms become a classy eye-catcher.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
SMOKED OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
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Especially in modern rooms, parquet ﬂoors with spacious formats
create a PLEASANT CONTRAST. Pure nature meets technical
perfection.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
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Limewashed Longstrip ﬂoors emphasise their
liveliness with a DISTINCT SHIMMER, which is
created by this surface treatment. Despite the
lively wood structure they look very homogenous
and radiate tranquility.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK SOLAR SALT LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
PEARL GREY LIMEWASHED
Tundra
brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
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Plank 1-Strip with a retro-brushed surface appears very
vivid with its INTENSE OAK COLOURS and creates a natural,
powerful room ambience.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
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Deep-brushed Longstrip ﬂoors with bevelled edges on all sides
CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE OF PURE NATURE. Here, the strongpoint of the
Longstrip is its authentic look and feel.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
TERRA
retro brushed 3D
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO GREY
SAUVAGE
brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
retro brushed

Reﬁned by a colouration, or natural with a
LIVELY GRADING: As Plank 1-Strip, oak is
in its different variations an eye-catcher with a
strong character.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
SMOKED OAK
heavy brushed
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Longstrip ﬂoors are still in fashion –
distinctive BRUSHED SURFACES
make it very lively and authentic:
ﬂoors to feel and experience.
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Longstrip is the format that accentuates the LIVELINESS OF
WOOD AS A NATURAL PRODUCT in a particularly authentic
way. Thus, Longstrip ﬂoors make the natural experience
of a genuine wood ﬂoor especially intense.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK
TERRA
retro brushed
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Show perfection – from the ﬂoor to the edges
Skirtings are the ideal ﬁnishing touch for every ﬂoor. For these, you have
all the choice you could wish for with Germany's number one parquet company.
You can get matching skirtings for every parquet ﬂoor from our dealers.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
OAK BARRIQUE
TREND
heavy brushed

Textures with a real RUSTIC TOUCH or homogenous
surfaces that impress with their grading:
Longstrip is a delight thanks to its liveliness.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
AFRICAN OAK
TUNDRA
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH PURO WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed

LIGHT FLOORS made of different wood types are the latest trend.
They create a clear and pure living ambience.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
BEECH STEAMED
UNIVERSAL
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NEW

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SMOKE
SAUVAGE
BRUSHED

Parquet is also becoming increasingly popular as an ELEGANT
FLOOR COVERING in the kitchen. And thanks to our surface
treatment naturaLin plus, it is a treat for the senses that lasts
many years.
44 | HARO
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The main strength of the TIMELESS FORMAT
LONGSTRIP is its distinctive liveliness.
It emphasises the visual impact of the wood
type in a new and exciting way.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
COUNTRY
brushed
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NL
NEW

HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
ASH SAND WHITE
COUNTRY
brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SAND WHITE
SAUVAGE
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NEW

The CALM LOOK of the classic Plank 1-Strip format
particularly makes straight and sparsely furnished rooms
an eyecatcher.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SOLAR SALT LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
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The surfaces of the Natural Line Parquet Floors
radiate an intense NATURAL ENERGY and make your
rooms shine in lively colours.

NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO INVISIBLE
SAUVAGE
brushed

With its matt shine it is particularly the
AUTHENTIC OAK FLOORS from the Natural Line
that emphasise your interior design
in a relaxed, yet expressive way.
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
SMOKED OAK
UNIVERSAL
deep brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
SMOKED OAK
FAVORIT
heavy brushed
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NL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip 4V
OAK
TERRA
retro brushed 3D

With the BRUSHED SURFACE, the wood type
and grading are emphasised intensely.
The texture makes the parquet experience particularly
powerful.
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Elegant
Line

EL

Subtle. Natural.
Distinguished.

HARO PARQUET Plank 1-Strip and Longstrip ﬂoors from the Elegant Line add
reﬁned elegance with a calm appearance to every interior design. Available in
selected grades, they are synonymous with a sophisticated style of living.
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The naturalness and character of oak makes it a TRENDSETTER.
With the Plank 1-Strip 4V design, the distinctive bevelled edges on all sides
emphasise the elegance that is radiated by the exclusive grading.

EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
EXKLUSIV
brushed
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EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
THERMO OAK FORTE
brushed

A brushed surface creates a new and
modern PARQUET EXPERIENCE. The feel of the
Parquet underlines its authentic impact.
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EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
EXKLUSIV
brushed
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EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
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The Exquisit grading stands for CALM AND ELEGANCE. The parquet's
natural radiance can shine in a relaxed and soothing way.
The parquet looks elegant and of particularly high quality.

EL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK
EXQUISIT
brushed
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Classic
Line

CL

Living environments of
classical beauty

Our Classic Line parquet ﬂoors show the natural beauty of real wood with a
timeless, classical look. This makes our Plank 1-Strip and Longstrip boards the
perfect basis for turning your individual vision of a beautiful, comfortable
home into reality.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
MARKANT
deep brushed

Light wood types and STRONG TEXTURES create a
pleasant contrast and give the parquet surface a
distinctive appeal.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK SAND WHITE
TREND
brushed
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NEW

Distinctive appeal: The Longstrip design masters the
task of balancing a precious look and a VIBRANT
AMBIENCE, and seems particularly natural thanks to its
matt surface.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK PURO MOUNTAIN
TREND
brushed
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Dark wood types in form of a
classic Longstrip ﬂoor: this creates
a vibrant ﬂoor that radiates
stability and gives the room a
special appeal with its LIVELINESS.

Modern ﬂoor care:
easy and natural

NEW
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Nowadays, cleaning and maintaining
parquet is incredibly easy with our
natural ﬂoor care series clean & green.
The innovative and biodegradable
clean & green products natural and
active can simply be added to the
cleaning water, then mop the ﬂoor
with a well-wrung out cloth – done!
For the long-term maintenance of
oiled parquet ﬂoors, simply apply
aqua oil undiluted or aqua shield for
pre-ﬁnished ﬂoors.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
FAVORIT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK PURO ICE
TREND
brushed

No matter whether you choose a LIGHT OR A DARK PARQUET FLOOR:
You always get a trend format for you individual room design. While light
Longstrip ﬂoors are less dominant and emphasise the effect of the furniture,
a dark ﬂoor creates a lively ambience with its versatile colour play.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
AMBER ROBINIA
FAVORIT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO ICE
MARKANT
brushed
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CL
NEW

HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SAND GREY
MARKANT
brushed

Light wood types and strong wall colours:
Here, Plank 1-Strip made of genuine wood
fully plays off its NATURAL QUALITIES and
acts as a counterpoint to the trendy colour.
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This scraped, limewashed oak ﬂoor with its heavy texture
represents a piece of WILD NATURE. The bevelled edges on all
sides even intensify this look.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK LAVA BROWN LIMEWASHED
MARKANT
scraped
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK PURO SAND
MARKANT
brushed
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NEW

Matt surfaces create a NATURAL CHARM. Our surface
ﬁnish naturaDur combines the features of an oiled ﬂoor
with those of a high ﬁnish.

NEW

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 2V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
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The LONGSTRIP classic impresses with its vibrant creative power.
Also in light shades such as Ash Light White it creates a harmonious
room ambience with its visual texture.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
Ash Light White
FAVORIT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
MARKANT
scraped

The character of oak wood is also visible and clearly tangible
in the various COLOUR VARIANTS. Our Plank 1-Strip boards with
bevelled edges on all sides underline this characteristic of oak.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SNOW
MARKANT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK
TREND
brushed
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NEW

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK PURO STONE
TREND
brushed

Longstrip ﬂoors radiate the full BRILLIANCE OF WOOD.
This way, ﬂoor surfaces are bursting with energy. This
looks particularly natural with a matt surface.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO MOUNTAIN
MARKANT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CREME WHITE LIMEWASHED
MARKANT
brushed

An elegant and homogeneous genuine
wood surface with VIBRANT TEXTURE:
this is the strength of our Plank 1-Strip 4V
with its bevelled edges on all sides.
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A ﬂoor just like life itself – with a vibrant overall appeal
and ESPECIALLY DIVERSE thanks to its textured surface and the
particularly natural look of light Larch wood.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH
MARKANT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 2V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed

NEW

A high-quality parquet ﬂoor creates
SPECIAL CONTRASTS – in kitchens as
well as in living rooms.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
MARKANT
deep brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO STONE
MARKANT
brushed
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Our PURO PARQUET captures colours like those that can only be found
in nature and with its matt shine allows oak parquet to unfold
its character in a subtle and elegant way.
HARO | 93

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed

Even though the Plank 1-Strip boards radiate a calm
ambience with their spacious format, they still show
their NATURAL VIBRANT CHARACTER IN THE "MARKANT"
GRADING.
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
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CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
TREND
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NEW

Longstrip Floors made of beech or CANADIAN MAPLE are currently
celebrating a renaissance. With their vibrancy and the fresh colour of these
wood types, they perfectly match today's living concepts.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
CANADIAN MAPLE
TREND
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With Longstrip ﬂoors and their characteristic three strips,
a FLOOR TEXTURE is created by the format itself.
This makes the ﬂoor appear very vivid – even with a smooth
surface texture.

CL
HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
AMERICAN CHERRY
TREND
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Construction

CONSTRUCTION
1. Precious wood layer, approx.
thickness 3.5 mm (1/8''), made
from carefully selected and dried
wood

1

2
3

2. Middle layer made of solid
spruce ﬁngerstrips with a
consistent level of moisture, for
maximum dimensional stability

4

QUALITY IN ALL LAYERS
Solid wood ﬂoors have some major
drawbacks. Humidity ﬂuctuations
can cause the wood to warp and
uneven subﬂoors require
time-consuming sanding prior to
installation. In addition, a large
amount of wood is needed to
produce just a few square feet of
ﬂooring. Multilayer parquet from
HARO easily solves these issues.

The parquet's 3-layer construction
with grains running in different
directions reduces the natural
swelling and shrinking of the wood
by up to 70%. And compared to
solid wood ﬂoors, multilayer
parquet is also the better choice
in terms of sustainability,
eco-friendliness, and
price-performance ratio.

3-LAYER CONSTRUCTION

PERFECTLY CONSTRUCTED
Wood is a living material and
affected by ﬂuctuations in
ambient conditions. A solid wood
ﬂoor shrinks in the wintertime
because of the low air humidity,
and swells in the warmer, more
humid seasons. This causes

unpleasant warping as shown in
the illustration. 3-layer HARO
PARQUET has been engineered so
that these forces have no effect on
the beauty and durability of the
ﬂoor.

PROTECTION AGAINST MOISTURE

without

with aquaShield

DO NO GIVE MOISTURE A CHANCE
Our moisture protection proves our
high quality standards. Our efforts
exceed the standard by far Water
drops stay on the surface of our

multi-layer parquet, repelled by the
impregnated top-layer strip joints
on the inside of the board*.

* for Longstrip Beech and Maple - Series 4000, thickness: 13.5 mm
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3. Softwood backing board
for improved stability
4. Optional: Insulation layer for
increased comfort for your ears,
joints and spine – either integrated
or as a loose underlay

Natural Colour Changes
Wood Hardness

NATURAL COLOUR CHANGES
After years of direct sunlight exposure

Natural colour tone
Thermo Oak Forte

NATURAL COLOUR CHANGES

African Oak

As a living material, wood changes
under the inﬂuence of sunlight or UV
radiation. Light wood gets darker
with time, dark wood types tend to
lighten. Why is this? It is quite
simple: A key wood compound is
lignin. It changes the colour of the
wood when exposed to sunlight.
Tropical wood species can strongly
alter when exposed to light. Iroko
and Merbau wood tend more
towards a dark brown tone. The
wood types with the steadiest colour
tones are African Oak, Oak Carbon
Black (parkettmanufaktur by HARO)
and the colour-reﬁned wood types
from our parkettmanufaktur by HARO
- they show almost no colour
alteration.

Wenge
American Walnut
Merbau
Thermo Ash Mezzo
Amber Robinia
Smoked Oak
American Cherry
Oak
Ash Trend
Beech Steamed
Larch
Canadian Maple

TESTING WOOD HARDNESS

WOOD HARDNESS
15
Canadian Maple
Beech
Oak
Oak, Carré
Ash
Iroko
American Cherry
Larch
Merbau
American Walnut
Robinia
Wenge

30

45

60

75

90

100

HB in N/mm2

Hardness is an important criterion
for the use of parquet boards. Wood
hardness is not given as a single
ﬁxed value, but indicated by a
certain hardness range that varies
depending on the tree's natural
growth. It is measured with the
Brinell test. In this test, a 10 mm
diameter steel ball is pressed into
the wood surface with a speciﬁed
force and for a speciﬁed time. The
Brinell hardness number (HB) is then
calculated from the size of the
indentation left in the wood. The
harder the wood, the higher the
Brinell hardness number.
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Insulation underlays

INSULATION UNDERLAYS
This is pleasant, as the sound
level in the room is perceptibly
minimised.

FOOTFALL
SOUND
REDUCTION
19 db**

INDOOR
SOUND
REDUCTION
30 %*

It will especially please your neighbours when
your steps do not sound like thunder.
* Maximum individual values achieved
in accordance with the EPLF Impact
Hammer test (compared to reference ﬂoor)
** In accordance with DIN 140-8

INTEGRATED
INSULATION LAYERS

SILENT PRO INSULATION LAYER
Our Silent Pro insulation layer offers
excellent insulation against footfall
and room sound. The high elasticity
provided by the mineral ﬁllers
creates a pleasant “forest ﬂoor
effect”.
Silent Pro:
Based on PUR with mineral ﬁllers.
Thickness: approx. 3 mm
Footfall sound reduction: 19 db
Room sound improvement: 30 %

UNDERFLOOR HEATING
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LOOSE INSULATION UNDERLAYS

Silent Pro DS: Additionally with
integrated vapour barrier
(SD > 100 m).
Values like Silent Pro.
Silent ECO: High-quality acoustic
mat with excellent footfall and
room sound properties; material
based on vegetable oils with
mineral ﬁllers.
Thickness: approx. 2 mm
Footfall sound reduction: 18 db
Room sound improvement: 27 %
All insulation underlays are
perfectly suited for use over
underﬂoor heating.

Thanks to its low thermal resistance, HARO PARQUET is perfectly
suited for installation over
underﬂoor heating.

We particularly recommend the
integrated insulation layer on the
back of the board (available for
areas over 10 sqm). Due to the ﬁxed
connection between parquet board
and insulation, an impairment of the
insulating effect due to cavities or
gaps is avoided. Another advantage:
Installation and insulation are done
in one single work step.

An insulation underlay is generally
recommended for all hard
subﬂoors. It increases the ﬂoor's
resilience, absorbs indoor and
footfall sound, and evens out minor
irregularities of the subﬂoor.

Installation

INSTALLATION SYSTEM

Angle in

Press down

Done

TOP RESULTS WITH TOP CONNECT
QVery quick to

Professional installation for
everyone - easier and quicker than
ever. Top Connect is probably the
world's easiest installation system:
it can be installed without any
tools
You can install your HARO quality
ﬂoor in no time - if you move
house, you can take it out again
just as easily.

install
system for
professional results
Easy to put in, easy to take out
Secure connections at the side
and end joints
Suitable for glue-down
installation

QHigh-precision
Q
Q
Q

Floating
installation

Glue-down
installation

INSTALLATION SYSTEM WITH
COMFORTEC
Indoor sound

+++

Walking comfort

+++

Installation without reducer
or transition mouldings

+++

Ready for immediate use

O

Unpleasant odours/fumes

:

Quick, easy and
clean installation

O

+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++

O
O
O

+++
+++
+++

+++excellent Osatisfying :depending on the adhesive type

TOP CONNECT WITH COMFORTEC
The HARO innovation ComforTec
with self-adhesive boards is an
ideal supplement to the revolutionary installation system Top
Connect.

Q
Q
Q
Q

The highest level of installation quality in combination
with the fastest possible installation system
Ready for immediate use
No glue, no harmful substances
Walk with the pleasant acoustic of a glued down
ﬂoor

Q Suitable

for use with underﬂoor heating
without the need for end or
transition mouldings (up to a door width of 150 cm)
Q Extensive range with the most popular types of wood
Q Available for Longstrip and Plank 1-Strip Parquet
Q Seamless appearance
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Care

CARE –
NEAT AND CLEAN
We have developed the innovative
clean & green ﬂoor care series for
the sustainable care of HARO
PARQUET. It makes it easier than
ever to clean and maintain our
ﬂoors and it is completely safe and
environmentally friendly.
For regular dry cleaning of the
HARO ﬂoor coverings, we
recommend vacuum cleaners from
Kärcher. For regular damp cleaning
of the HARO ﬂoor coverings, we
recommend the ﬂat wet-mops
Ultramat Klassik, WischMat extra or
Premium 5 from Vileda.

®

Quick, easy and natural maintenance of all ﬂoors

Parquet Cleaner 'natural'
Eco ﬂoor care concentrate
For regular cleaning of
all parquet surfaces.
Intensive Cleaner 'active'
Eco ﬂoor cleaner concentrate
For the basic cleaning of parquet.
Parquet Care 'aqua oil'
Special care product for oiled surfaces.
Floor care aqua shield
Durable refurbishing and
maintenance of preﬁnished parquet.

NEW
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Accessories

SKIRTINGS –
with system
Whether matching the ﬂoor or
contrasting - our range of skirtings
provides the ﬁnishing touch for
every taste. For more information
about the sheer endless design
possibilities please contact your
HARO dealer.

Our elaborate skirting system
makes it especially easy for you.
Attach the ﬁxation elements to the
wall, slip the skirtings on – done.

TRANSITION MOULDINGS
Transition mouldings elegantly join
parquet ﬂoors or different ﬂoor
coverings. They are constructed in
a way that different heights
between two ﬂoors can be
balanced during the installation.
This way you can create subtle
transitions that harmoniously join
two ﬂoor areas when the ﬂoors are
not glued down. In that case
transition mouldings are not
necessary.
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Interior

HAROTABLE
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MORE OF
OUR ELEGANT PARQUET?
Basically, we came across the idea
when planning our projects for
appealing sales rooms for our
dealers: We needed a table that
would represent our genuine
high-quality parquet ﬂoors in a
timeless way. This led to the draft
of the HARO Table as a stylish
centrepiece for the showrooms of
our premium dealers. When the ﬁrst
prototype was ﬁnished, we realised
that we had achieved a genuinely
stylish piece of furniture. The
surface is made of elegant and
durable parquet suitable for
everyday use. The frame is made of
high-quality steel with a highly
modern rust effect. When more and
more orders came from our dealers,
we decided to go into serial
production. An eye-catcher for every
room – regardless of the installed
ﬂoor.

HAROSTAIR
STAIR NOSES –
PERFECTION ON THE HIGHEST
LEVEL
For rooms with HARO PARQUET, it
is important to us that stairs,
corners and edges look great, too.
This is why we offer matching stair
noses for every HARO Parquet
Floor. This is why we have added
further elements to our product
range that make the overall
impression of the room even more
perfect: pre-manufactured
solutions for the paneling of the
sides of the stairs with HARO
Parquet stair nosings (only suitable
for straight stairs).
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HAROWALL
HIGHLIGHT WALLS –
CREATE AMBIENCE
wooden walls are in line with the
latest interior design trends.
Puristic furniture and large glass
areas correspond with ﬂoors and
walls that radiate warmth and
provide texture. Therefore, parquet
on walls is attracting more and
more fans.
Installing elegant HARO Parquet on
the wall is incredibly easy: simply
remove the protection foil from the
back of the boards, add mounting
adhesive and stick it to the wall.
This way, the room gains a
contrasting effect and beneﬁts
from the natural appeal of the
combination of parquet ﬂoor and
HARO Wall.

A STRONG STATEMENT PARQUET ON THE WALL
For an extravagant interior design
it is now possible to extend the
parquet ﬂoor and also use it as a
wall covering. For this, we have
developed an installation system
with which you can professionally
install a parquet ﬂoor on the wall.
The parquet boards are installed
on the rails of the system and the
edges are covered with aluminium
mouldings or end mouldings made
of wood. This creates a room
emphasis that mirrors the
naturalness and warmth of your
parquet ﬂoor.
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Certiﬁcation

The fact that quality is not just a promise can be seen in our products and
their perfectly matching accessories, as well as in the numerous certiﬁcates
that we have been awarded. They prove that we highly value transparency
and diligence when it comes to a healthy living environment and our
production processes.

Blue Angel eco label
The Blue Angel has proven the environmental compatibility of our
products since 1992.

RW10-01

Sustainability
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG has been PEFC-certiﬁed since the
beginning of 2004. HARO PARQUET is the ﬁrst parquet brand to be
100% PEFC certiﬁed. This means that all the wood we use is sourced
from certiﬁed, sustainably managed forests.

www.realwood.eu

Real wood
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG leads the way in implementing
the Real Wood Campaign to ensure real wood ﬂoors are correctly
identiﬁed as such.

ISO 9001
Our quality management system has been certiﬁed in accordance with
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 since 1995. It secures workﬂows in the company
and consequently contributes to maintaining a consistent product
quality.

ISO 14001
With the certiﬁcation according to DIN EN ISO 14001:2004, we have
commited ourselves to active environmental management since 1998.

according to Warranty Terms

30
years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

HARO PARQUET 4000

HARO Warranty
In addition to the statutory warranty terms, HARO also provides
additional warranties for various product groups. Please note the
respective warranty conditions.
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Made in Germany
Because our top quality ﬂoors are of the proverbial German
high-precision workmanship, they come with the internationally
renowned “Made in Germany” label.

CE
The CE label conﬁrms that HARO ﬂoor coverings comply with all
essential European safety and health directives.

vdp/FEP
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG is a member of the Verband der
Deutschen Parkettindustrie e.V. (Association of the German Parquet
Industry) and of the FEP, the European Federation of the Parquet
Industry.

Floor studio

Designing is fun and gives you the necessary certainty when choosing a ﬂoor:
For the selection of the perfect Parquet Floor, our Floor Studio is the perfect
online tool. With only a few clicks, you can select the desired wood types,
grades and designs from our entire product range and experience their
effect in different sample rooms. This makes your decision much easier –
and your home much more beautiful.

Test the look of our Parquet Floors
in the various rooms of our Floor
Studio.
The fastest way to our Floor
Studio at: www.haro.com
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Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Plank 1-Strip Natural Line

NL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO ICE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 616

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK PURO SAND
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 446

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK PEARL GREY LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 528 140

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SNOW
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 029

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CREME WHITE LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 542

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SAND GREY
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 450

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SOLAR SALT LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 528 139

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO MOUNTAIN
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 534 842

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO VULCANO
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 534 848

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK LIGHT WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 529 268

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 524 634
ID no. 535 448
ID no. 523 817

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO STONE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 037

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SAND WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 444

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 532 910
sunProtect

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK SAND BROWN LIMEWASHED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 529 087

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 529 872

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 528 695

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SMOKE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 534 845

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 530 195

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
ID no. 530 793

Plank 1-Strip 4V
EICHE PURO CARAMEL
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 041

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
ID no. 535 622

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 535 582

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO EARTH
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 621

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 535 623

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ALABAMA
brushed
ID no. 529 587

Plank 1-Strip 2V
SMOKED OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 466

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
ALABAMA
brushed
ID no. 529 764

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ATELIER
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
ID no. 531 764

Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 530 148

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO INVISIBLE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 618

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
ID no. 530 795

Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
SAUVAGE
retro brushed
ID no. 534 152
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PERMADUR natural matt
bioTec oil/wax ﬁnish

naturaDur

Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Plank 1-Strip Natural Line

NL

Plank 1-Strip 2V
BEECH STEAMED
UNIVERSAL
ID no. 535 451

Plank 1-Strip 2V
ASH SAND WHITE
UNIVERSAL
brushed
ID no. 535 452

Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 523 353

Plank 1-Strip 4V
BEECH STEAMED
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 534 627

Plank 1-Strip 2V
ASH FANCY
brushed
ID no. 530 945

Plank 1-Strip 4V
AMERICAN WALNUT
COUNTRY
ID no. 533 058

Plank 1-Strip 2V
ASH LIGHT WHITE
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 531 993

Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH PURO WHITE
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 531 946

Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Plaza Natural Line
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
ID no. 533 497

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
ID no. 533 498

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
deep brushed
ID no. 533 495

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
SMOKED OAK
UNIVERSAL
deep brushed
ID no. 533 499

naturaLin plus natural oil surface
unﬁnished

2VM: Micro bevel on the long sides
2V: Bevel on the long sides

NL

4V: Bevel on all sides
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Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Longstrip Natural Line

NL

Longstrip
OAK SOLAR SALT LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
ID no. 528 147

Longstrip 4V
OAK
TERRA
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 123

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
COUNTRY
ID no. 523 791

Longstrip
OAK LIGHT WHITE
FAMILY
brushed
ID no. 531 987

Longstrip
OAK
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 402

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 535 563

Longstrip
OAK PURO WHITE
FAMILY
brushed
ID no. 530 139

Longstrip
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 535 558

Longstrip
ASH LIGHT WHITE
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 531 840

Longstrip
OAK PURO WHITE
TERRA
retro brushed
ID no. 532 810

Longstrip
OAK MESETA
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 812

Longstrip
ASH SAND WHITE
COUNTRY
brushed
ID no. 535 420

Longstrip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
TERRA
retro brushed 3D
ID no. 532 980

Longstrip 4V
OAK TOBACCO GREY
TERRA
retro brushed 3D
ID no. 532 982

Longstrip
ASH
COUNTRY
ID no. 525 127

Longstrip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
TERRA
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 124

Longstrip
OAK PEARL GREY LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
ID no. 528 148

Longstrip
CANADIAN MAPLE
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 406

Longstrip
OAK SMOKE WHITE LIMEWASHED
TUNDRA
brushed
ID no. 529 859

Longstrip 4V
OAK BARRIQUE
TREND
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 125

Longstrip
AMERICAN CHERRY
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 442

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO GREY
SAUVAGE
brushed
ID no. 533 033

Longstrip 4V
SMOKED OAK
FAVORIT
heavy brushed
ID no. 530 126

Longstrip
AMERICAN WALNUT
COUNTRY
ID no. 524 444
ID no. 535 421

Longstrip
OAK
TERRA
retro brushed
ID no. 532 809

Longstrip
AFRICAN OAK
TUNDRA
ID no. 524 446

Longstrip
AMBER ROBINIA
FAVORIT
ID no. 535 566

Longstrip 4V
OAK
TERRA
retro brushed 3D
ID no. 532 978
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PERMADUR natural matt
bioTec oil/wax ﬁnish

naturaDur

Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Plank 1-Strip Elegant Line

EL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
EXKLUSIV
brushed
ID no. 531 679

Plank 1-Strip 4V
AFRICAN OAK
brushed
ID no. 528 674

Plank 1-Strip
AMERICAN WALNUT
MARKANT
ID no. 529 976

Plank 1-Strip
OAK LIMEWASHED
brushed
ID no. 527 332

Plank 1-Strip 4V
THERMO OAK
FORTE
brushed
ID no. 531 766

Plank 1-Strip 2V
AMERICAN WALNUT
MARKANT
ID no. 535 453

Plank 1-Strip
OAK
EXKLUSIV
ID no. 524 680

Plank 1-Strip
BEECH STEAMED
EXKLUSIV
ID no. 524 864

Plank 1-Strip 4V
AMERICAN WALNUT
MARKANT
ID no. 533 051

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
EXKLUSIV
brushed
ID no. 531 677

Plank 1-Strip 4V
THERMO ASH MEZZO
brushed
ID no. 531 772

Plank 1-Strip
MERBAU
ID no. 524 928

Plank 1-Strip
AFRICAN OAK
ID no. 524 777

Plank 1-Strip
CANADIAN MAPLE
EXKLUSIV.
ID no. 524 910

Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Longstrip Elegant Line

EL

Longstrip
OAK PURO WHITE
EXQUISIT
brushed
ID no. 531 686

Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
ID no. 524 836

Longstrip
AMERICAN WALNUT
EXQUISIT/TREND
ID no. 523 812
ID no. 533 046

Longstrip
OAK
EXQUISIT
ID no. 524 689

Longstrip
AFRICAN OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
ID no. 523 813

Longstrip
MERBAU
ID no. 525 190

Longstrip
OAK
EXQUISIT
brushed
ID no. 531 683

Longstrip
AFRICAN OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
brushed
ID no. 530 141

Longstrip
WENGE
ID no. 535 575

naturaLin plus natural oil surface
unﬁnished

2VM: Micro bevel on the long sides
2V: Bevel on the long sides

4V: Bevel on all sides
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Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Plank 1-Strip Classic Line

CL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO ICE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 615

Plank 1-Strip
OAK
MARKANT
ID no. 524 558
ID no. 524 713

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK LAVA BROWN LIMEWASHED
MARKANT
scraped
ID no. 527 304

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SNOW
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 028

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 524 577
ID no. 535 447
ID no. 523 816

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO SMOKE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 534 844

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK LIGHT WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 531 216

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 532 908
sunProtect

Plank 1-Strip 4V
EICHE PURO CARAMEL
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 040

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SAND WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 443

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 528 682

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO EARTH
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 619

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 524 684

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK
MARKANT
scraped
ID no. 527 301

Plank 1-Strip 2V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 465

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 527 326

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SAND GREY
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 449

Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 528 678

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO INVISIBLE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 617

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO GREY
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 032

Plank 1-Strip
BEECH STEAMED
MARKANT
ID no. 524 874

Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK PURO SAND
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 445

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO VULCANO
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 534 847

Plank 1-Strip
CANADIAN MAPLE
MARKANT
ID no. 524 916

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CREME WHITE LIMEWASHED
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 538

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO STONE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 533 036

Plank 1-Strip 4V
LARCH
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 526 110

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PURO MOUNTAIN
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 534 841
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PERMADUR natural matt
bioTec oil/wax ﬁnish

naturaDur

Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Plaza Classic Line
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 2V
OAK SAND WHITE
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 471

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 2V
OAK
MARKANT
brushed
ID no. 535 472

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK PURO WHITE
MARKANT
deep brushed
ID no. 533 496

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
MARKANT
deep brushed
533 494

CL

CL
NEW

naturaLin plus natural oil surface
unﬁnished

2VM: Micro bevel on the long sides
2V: Bevel on the long sides

HARO PARQUET 4000
Longstrip
OAK PURO SAND
TREND
brushed

4V: Bevel on all sides
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Range Overview HARO PARQUET 4000 Longstrip Classic Line

CL

Longstrip
OAK PURO ICE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 535 604

Longstrip
OAK
TERRA
brushed
ID no. 530 137

Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
EXQUISIT/TREND
brushed
ID no. 535 417

Longstrip
OAK PURO SNOW
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 344

Longstrip
OAK
STANDARD
ID no. 524 733

Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
FAMILY
ID no. 533 197

Longstrip
OAK SAND WHITE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 535 414

Longstrip
OAK
STANDARD
brushed
ID no. 531 632

Longstrip
SMOKED OAK
FAVORIT
brushed
ID no. 535 652

Longstrip
OAK PURO WHITE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 343

Longstrip
OAK PURO GREY
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 347

Longstrip
BEECH STEAMED
TREND
ID no. 523 789
ID no. 535 419

Longstrip
OAK PURO SAND
TREND
brushed
ID no. 535 415

Longstrip
OAK SAND GREY
TREND
brushed
ID no. 535 418

Longstrip
ASH LIGHT WHITE
FAVORIT
brushed
ID no. 531 988

Longstrip
OAK PURO INVISIBLE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 535 605

Longstrip
OAK PURO VULCANO
TREND
brushed
ID no. 534 846

Longstrip
ASH
TREND
ID no. 524 642

Longstrip
OAK PURO MOUNTAIN
TREND
brushed
ID no. 534 830

Longstrip
OAK PURO STONE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 348

Longstrip
CANADIAN MAPLE
TREND
ID no. 523 809

Longstrip
OAK
TREND
ID no. 523 785
ID no. 532 912
sunProtect

Longstrip
EICHE PURO CARAMEL
TREND
brushed
ID no. 533 350

Longstrip
AMERICAN CHERRY
TREND
ID no. 523 811

Longstrip
OAK
TREND
brushed
ID no. 524 632
ID no. 535 416
ID no. 530 135

Longstrip
OAK PURO SMOKE
TREND
brushed
ID no. 534 843

Longstrip
OAK
TERRA
ID no. 523 787
ID no. 532 914
sunProtect

Longstrip
OAK PURO EARTH
TREND
brushed
ID no. 535 606
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PERMADUR natural matt
bioTec oil/wax ﬁnish
naturaLin plus natural oil ﬁnish
unﬁnished
naturaDur

2VM: Micro bevel on the long sides
2V: Bevel on the long sides
4V: Bevel on all sides

hier ein Interieur von Classic Line
rein?? oder Bild aus Titelshooting
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parkettmanufaktur
The ﬁne art of
parquet craftsmanship

Exclusive Parquet for the highest standards - this is what you will ﬁnd in the
following pages. Be impressed by masterful craftsmanship for a highly
individual look and feel. Choice wood of premium quality, sophisticated
hand-worked surfaces and decades of expertise in traditional craftsmanship –
with the premium ﬂoors of our parkettmanufaktur you choose more than
just a ﬂoor. You choose unique values.
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Impressive formats
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NATURAL OIL

Plank 1-Strip 4V XL 3 m
SMOKED OAK
brushed

Are you looking for a perfectly processed, hand-made parquet ﬂooring with a particularly spacious
look for every room, made of choice wood of premium quality? parkettmanufaktur by HARO can
fulﬁl this wish with XL boards that are as long as four metres. Naturally, besides these impressive
formats we also offer Plank 1-Strip boards with classical dimensions.
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For more than just one day...
colour-reﬁned surfaces
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NATURAL OIL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
Ash Barrique
brushed

Durability is one of the quality features of exclusive parquet. Among other things, it is the deep and
solid colouring of the top layers with precious natural colours that ensures that you can enjoy your
unique treasured ﬂoor for a long time. This colour reﬁnement creates a higher UV stability on the
one hand, on the other hand, the solid colouring which permeates into deeper layers ensures that
signs of use are not visible. All in all, the ﬂoor becomes more durable and the colour is preserved
even after several sandings.
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Values – ideal for
my lifetime dream
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NATURAL OIL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
ASH ARABICA MEZZO
hand scraped

The parquet boards by our parkettmanufaktur particularly show our creative handling of wood
as a natural material, and our desire to preserve what is good. The hand-scraped surface uniquely
emphasises the exceptionality of this ﬂoor. The surface is carved out of wood. This way you get a
ﬂoor that is individually manufactured and of fantastic quality. This creates something of value that
you can hand down to the next generation.
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Natural individuality –
the mixture makes the difference
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NATURAL OIL

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ARABICA FORTE
deep brushed

In our master workshop we develop incomparable ﬂoors with a maximum of individual charm
completely according to your wishes. The contrasts are what make them so appealing. New meets
old, concrete meets wood, cold meets warm and natural meets artiﬁcial. Personality, character and
individuality grow from this friction – and it gives your home a unique appeal.
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Range Overview
Plank 1-Strip XL

FORMATS
PLANK 1-STRIP XL
The biggest for spacious
interior designs. Available in the
dimensions 245 x 3030 mm
(9 21/32" x 119 9/32") and
305 x 4030 mm (12'' x 158 21/32").
Top layer thickness: approx. 5 mm
(3/16'')
Optionally, the 245 mm-wide
(9 21/32'') XL board is also available
in the lengths of 1800 (70 7/8"),
2000 (78 3/4") and 2200 mm
(86 5/8").
PLANK 1-STRIP
Impressive naturalness and
generosity. Dimensions:
180 x 2200 mm (7 3/32" x 86 5/8")
Top layer thickness: approx. 3.5 mm
(1/8'')

PLANK 1-STRIP XL
OAK
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

PLANK 1-STRIP XL
Smoked Oak
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

PLANK 1-STRIP XL 3m/4m
Oak
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

For Oak Nubia, Vintage Oak and all
colour-reﬁned surfaces with the
dimensions: 173 x 2200 mm
(6 13/16" x 86 5/8").
PLANK 1-STRIP PLAZA
Particularly spacious and prestigious
look. Dimensions:
240 x 2200 mm (9 7/16" x 86 5/8'').
Top layer thickness: approx. 3.5 mm
(1/8'')
CARRÉ
Natural individuality. Dimensions:
180 x 2200 mm (7 3/32" x 86 5/8").
Top layer thickness: approx. 4.2 mm
(5/32")
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PLANK 1-STRIP XL 3m/4m
Smoked Oak
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

Plank 1-Strip
with colour-reﬁned surface ﬁnish
LASTING COLOURS
Not every colour matches every
wood type. Depending on the
colour intensity, the natural grain is
either emphasised or a completely
new look is developed. With seven
different colourations we cover
the entire spectrum of design
possibilities.

BEECH
Chestnut Brown
SELECTIV
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

BEECH
Chestnut Brown
EXPRESSIV
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

OAK
BARRIQUE
SELECTIV
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

OAK WHITE
BARRIQUE
SELECTIV
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

ASH
BARRIQUE
SELECTIV
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

ASH
Olive Grey
EXPRESSIV
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

OAK
Carbon Black
SELECTIV
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around
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Range Overview
Vintage Oak, Creek Oak, Carré

VINTAGE OAK
First-class workmanship: oak wood
that is as old as 300 years is used for
the Vintage Oak parquet boards. The
highest level of individuality meets
tradition and a hint of eternity.

PLANK 1-STRIP
VINTAGE OAK
BRUSHED WITH
bevelled edge

CREEK OAK
Brushed with
bevelled edge all around

CREEK OAK
Expressive oak boards, manually
selected top layers with rustic
features, such as cracks that are
elaborately treated by hand.

OAK
NUBIA
Brushed with
bevelled edge

CARRÉ DESIGN
In the Carré Design, the symbiosis
of modernity and rusticity becomes
visible in a unique way. Contrary
to the the usual method, the
boards are not cut length-wise
but composed of cross-cut wood.
This cross-grain parquet has
several distinctive features: it is
particularly resistant and shows a
very individual taste.

CARRÉ
OAK
SELECTIV

For further info
information on our products
from the park
parkettmanufaktur and a full
overview of our product range, please
take a look at our special catalogue on
the parket
parkettmanufaktur or our
website:
www.parkettmanufaktur.de.
www.par
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Surface ﬁnish

Even though every ﬂoor is unique, the ﬂoors from parkettmanufaktur by HARO have one thing in
common: They are all gently ﬁnished by hand with the precious oleovera natural oil. Without using
UV radiation, we allow the oil to penetrate deep into the wood in a natural way. This way, the wood
can keep its natural cahracter and you can enjoy this natural experience every day and with every
step A luxury you will not want to do without anymore. Our Plank 1-Strip OAK CARRÉ is also available
with the renowned PERMADUR natural matt ﬁnish. For all those who are looking for a particularly
tough parquet ﬂoor that is also easy to maintain.
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Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
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